WorkingMouse
Capability Statement

Software development can be tricky. We make it a whole lot easier, less risky and more fun.

Made with ❤️ in Milton, Brisbane (Meanjin) Australia. We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of this land.

ABN 72 118 569 136
info@workingmouse.com.au
www.workingmouse.com.au
Our Way of Working follows the principles of Jidoka which focuses on automation with a human touch.
- Dr. Eban Escott (Founder & CEO)

Overview

Since 2012, WorkingMouse has excelled in modernising legacy software systems with innovative solutions. We have proven to deliver successful digital transformation projects for government and enterprise clients, such as:

- The Department of Defence
- Transport and Main Roads
- Queensland Health
- Police NSW
- Hitachi
- Workcover
- Unilodge Australia, and
- Bluescope Steel.

Our people are not just employees; they are the human touch in our Jidoka automation process. Locally employed and highly skilled cross-functional teams who work as delivery leads, solution architects, product designers, business analysts, software and devops developers.

We specialise in:

- **Like-for-like modernisation of legacy systems** (unsupported technologies or applications).
- **Elevating constrained systems** (manual processes, spreadsheets and offline databases).
- **Connecting disparate systems** (product and application development).

In addition to software development projects, we also offer support for in-production applications, access to the Codebots product suite, and training programs for in-house development teams to leverage our technology.

“..the process was great and the deliverables were exceptional” – Hitachi

“They were very proficient with custom development and the Codebots technology” – Police NSW

“It’s a privilege to work with the team from WorkingMouse” – CFEP Surveys

Source: Clutch Reviews

Capabilities:

[LEGACY] [DEVOPS] [MOBILE AND WEB APPS] [DESIGN] [AUTOMATION]
**Quad Chart**

**Product**
- Empowered by our in-house platform engineering tool (Codebots) that modernises enterprise software delivery for digital transformation and legacy systems.
- **Codebots** empowers cross-functional software teams with reusable tools and capabilities through MDE and DevOps.
- Codebots is compatible with any tech stack. Allowing organisations to maintain preferred languages and frameworks while achieving specific domain requirements. Has ability to adapt to individual needs, such as writing documentation or developing software to any standard.
- Designed to handle large model sizes and offers the capability for cross-model referencing. Making the platform scalable and well-suited for complex governmental systems.

**Capabilities**
- **Like-for-like** modernisation of legacy systems
- Elevating constrained systems
- Connecting disparate systems
- Legacy, DevOps, Mobile and Web Apps, Design, Automation

**Differentiators**
- **People:** 100% local cross functional teams employed by WorkingMouse that are security cleared.
- **Process:** Jidoka, automation with a human touch, to ensure quality and efficiency.
- **Tools:** Codebots is our in-house platform engineering tool that automates the coding process and adapts to your specific needs and standards.

**Key Customers**
- **The Department of Defence:** Modernised disparate legacy systems into a consolidated procurement platform & continue to optimise security & operational efficiency.
- **Transport and Main Roads:** Elevated their constrained systems, replacing manual processes & spreadsheets with a streamlined, digital solution.
- **Queensland Health:** A like-for-like modernisation of the iEMR configuration portal to enable state-wide system rollout & a Codebot to reuse across QLD Health software projects.

**Key Partners**
- Partners/Suppliers: Open Source Technologies, MS Teck Stack, Codebots, Gitlab.
- Parent Company: East Cottage Industries

**Standards/ Accreditations**
- **ISO27001/ISO27701** Accredited & ISMS
- Scrum Alliance Certified, PRINCE2 Foundation Certificates.
- Policies including; Diversity, inclusion, equal opportunities & human rights, family & domestic violence, sustainability & environment.

**Contact/Address Details**
- Address: c1/55 Railway Terrace, Milton QLD 4064
- Contact: David Burkett or Eban Escott
- Email: growth@workingmouse.com.au
- Website: [https://workingmouse.com.au/](https://workingmouse.com.au/)
- P: +61 (0)7 3603 0230
We sponsor University clubs to support and encourage the next generation of talent in their pursuit of knowledge and innovation. We also launched the Codebots scholarship in 2020 to assist Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander students to undertake studies in software engineering at The University of Queensland.

Panels

- Federal – Defence ICT Provider Arrangement (ICTPA)
- Federal – Police Support Services
- Federal – Defence Support Services (DSS)
- Federal – Digital Transformation Agency (DTA)
- State – QLD ICT Services (ICTSS13.03)
- State – NSW ICT Services (SCM0020)
- Local – LGAs VendorPanel

Certifications

- ISO27001/ISO27701 Certified.
- Scrum Alliance Certified.
- PRINCE2 Foundation Certificates in Project Management.
- Information Security Management System (ISMS).
- Diversity and Inclusion.
- Equal Opportunity and Human Rights.
- Family and Domestic Violence.
- Sustainability and Environment.